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Organic–inorganic perovskites have demonstrated significant promise as photovoltaic materials due to their excellent photoelectric properties. However, monoamino three-dimensional (3D) perovskites, such as CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ (MAPbI$_3$) and NH$_2$CHNH$_2$PbI$_3$ (FAPbI$_3$) exhibit low thermal and chemical stability, leading to low device durability. As such, we sought to address this problem by evaluating the performance of five diamino-3D perovskites with different molecule chain lengths, including NH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_2$NH$_3$PbI$_4$ (EDAPbI$_4$), NH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_4$ (DPAPbI$_4$), NH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_4$NH$_3$PbI$_4$ (BDAPbI$_4$), NH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_5$NH$_3$PbI$_4$ (PDAPbI$_4$), and NH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_6$NH$_3$PbI$_4$ (HDAPbI$_4$), as well as one monoamino-2D perovskite, (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_3$NH$_3$)$_2$PbI$_4$ (BA$_2$PbI$_4$) using first-principles calculations. We analyzed the geometries, formation energies, electronic structures, and optical absorption properties of each of these materials. We determined the composition of the conduction and valence bands and analyzed the charge transfer between the inorganic layer and organic molecules. The transport characteristics of the electrons in the different directions were analyzed by calculating the effective mass in different directions. Based on these results, BDAPbI$_4$ was predicted to exhibit the best photovoltaic performance, as well as demonstrating a light effective mass of the electrons and holes, a reduced bandgap, and a large optical absorption, compared to the other perovskites assessed in this study.

1. Introduction

Since the development of organic–inorganic halide perovskite solar cells in 2009, their importance in the field of solar power research has increased substantially. After several years of development, these solar cells have demonstrated many advantages, including an appropriate bandgap, high absorption coefficient, high carrier mobility, and low carrier recombination rate. The power conversion efficiency of 3D perovskites has rapidly reached 23.7%, showing great commercial potential. However, 3D perovskites have issues with low luminescence activity and low stability regarding heat and moisture. Generally, the structure of 3D perovskites consists of PbX$_3$ (X = Cl, Br, and I) as the skeleton and methylamine (MA) at the center of the structure. With this structure, internal factors such as ion migration, electron transfer, and interfacial reaction can as well as external factors such as humidity and oxidant can have important effects on its stability. For example, in Schoonman et al., the Pb-I bond component in organic–inorganic hybridized methylammonium lead-halide perovskite can lead to photolysis. Therefore, researchers have introduced the use of 2D perovskites to solve such problems. The existence of the organic layer enhances the stability of the compound to heat and moisture, but it also leads to a high bandgap, with the bandgap for (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_2$NH$_3$)$_2$PbI$_4$ and (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_3$NH$_3$)$_2$PbI$_4$ being 2.43 eV and 2.17 eV, respectively, less optical absorption, low interlayer mobility of carriers, and reduced energy conversion efficiency, which limits the application of 2D perovskite materials in photovoltaic harvesters.

In this paper, we use diamino groups as organic substances to form 3D perovskites. Considering the instability of short-chain molecules, such as methylamine (MA) and formamidine (FA), we have introduced long-chain molecules, including 1,3-diaminopropane (DPA), 1,4-butanediamine (BDA), and 1,5-pentanediamine (PDA). We investigated whether these diamino-3D perovskites had increased stability, in an effort to address the instability problem of organic–inorganic halide perovskites, and if they could maintain the excellent characteristics of perovskites, such as their low loss, high carrier mobility, and large optical absorption. In order to compare the diamino-3D perovskites, we also produced a 2D perovskite whose organic molecules consisted of monoamino butylamine (BA), with the amino groups of the two BA molecules attracted to the inorganic layer and the other end serving as a vacuum...
layer. We studied the geometries, formation energies, electronic structures, and optical absorption properties of monoamino-2D perovskite (BA\textsubscript{2}PbI\textsubscript{4}) and the diamino-3D perovskites (EDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, DPAPbI\textsubscript{4}, BDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, PDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, and HDAPbI\textsubscript{4}) using the first-principles method based on density functional theory (DFT). This study will help in the design and synthesis of more efficient and stable organic–inorganic perovskite optoelectronic devices.

2. Computational methodology

The first-principles calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP),\textsuperscript{22} the electron–ion interaction was described using the projection-enhanced plane wave (PAW) pseudopotential,\textsuperscript{23} and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used to describe the exchange–correlation energy between the electrons.\textsuperscript{24} Electronic orbitals 5d6s6p, 5s5p, 2s2p, 2s2p, and 1s were considered in valence for Pb, I, C, N, and H atoms, respectively. The cut-off energy for the plane wave basis set was 500 eV. The convergence criterion of the self-consistent calculations for ionic relaxations was 10\textsuperscript{-5} eV between two consecutive steps. The first Brillouin zone was sampled using a gamma-centered method to generate \( k \)-point meshes. In the structural optimization, the \( k \)-point grid size for BA\textsubscript{2}PbI\textsubscript{4} was 4 \times 4 \times 1, as it had a vacuum layer in the \( c \) direction; the \( k \)-point grid size for diamino-3D perovskites was 4 \times 4 \times 4. In order to acquire a more accurate wave function and charge density, \( 16 \times 16 \times 1 \) and \( 16 \times 16 \times 16 \) \( k \)-point grids were used in the static calculation. Considering the influence of intermolecular forces on the calculation results, a van der Waals correction was performed via the zero damping DFT-D3 method of Grimme in VASP.\textsuperscript{25} The charge densities of the VBM states and CBM states on each atom were integrated using Bader analysis.\textsuperscript{26–28}

The band structure calculation of MAPbI\textsubscript{3} using the PBE exchange–correlation functional of GGA shows the well-known weakness of band gap underestimation is not found, GGA band gaps are very similar with the experimental values.\textsuperscript{29} It is generally believed that this accidental agreement is from the error cancelation, \textit{i.e.}, neglecting the spin–orbit interaction caused band gap overestimation, which cancels the underestimation error of GGA calculation.\textsuperscript{30} The strong SOC effect results in a very large splitting of the CBM states, the underestimated band gap is corrected by HSE06 functional or GW self-energy approach incorporating SOC. For example, the band gaps of BA\textsubscript{2}PbI\textsubscript{4} and MAPbI\textsubscript{3} calculated by Biao Liu \textit{et al.} using HSE + SOC functional calculation are about 0.1 eV lower than PBE.\textsuperscript{31} SOC–GW delivers calculated band gaps 1.67 eV for MAPbI\textsubscript{3} in excellent agreement with the experimental values.\textsuperscript{32} But SOC has a very small effect on the atomic structure and ground-state properties.\textsuperscript{33} Therefore, we adopt the PBE exchange–correlation as a practical choice to reflect the real band gap.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Geometric structure and formation energy

The optimized structures of BA\textsubscript{2}PbI\textsubscript{4}, DPAPbI\textsubscript{4}, BDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, and PDAPbI\textsubscript{4} with minimum energy after ion relaxation are shown in Fig. 1. The optimized structures of EDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, DPAPbI\textsubscript{4}, BDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, PDAPbI\textsubscript{4}, and HDAPbI\textsubscript{4} perovskites. The purple, gray, brown, silver, and smallest balls represent I, Pb, C, N, and H atoms, respectively. The red number is the length of the corresponding Pb–I bond in angstroms.
caused by the soft skeleton of the long chain molecule. Because long-chain diamino molecules interact with the upper and lower inorganic layers, the supercell deviates from the orthogonal symmetry and degenerates into triclinic symmetry. The degree of supercell tilt is characterized by the value of $|\Delta \alpha| + |\Delta \beta| + |\Delta \gamma|$. Here, $\Delta \alpha$, $\Delta \beta$, and $\Delta \gamma$ are the differences in the angle between the base vectors and the 90 degree angle, respectively. From the data presented in Table 1, among the five kinds of diamino-3D perovskites, the values of $|\Delta \alpha| + |\Delta \beta| + |\Delta \gamma|$ for EDAPbI$_4$, BDAPbI$_4$, and HDAPbI$_4$ are relatively small, at 6.9, 13.9, and 15.3 degrees, respectively. However, the values of $|\Delta \alpha| + |\Delta \beta| + |\Delta \gamma|$ for DPAPbI$_4$ and PDAPbI$_4$ are 17.3 and 24.6 degrees, respectively, which are relatively larger. It was found that the perovskite structure had a higher symmetry when the number of atoms in the main chain of the diamino molecules was even. For example, in EDAPbI$_4$, BDAPbI$_4$, and HDAPbI$_4$ there are two N atoms and two, four, and six C atoms in the main chain of the diamino molecule, respectively. When the number of atoms in the main chain was even, the molecule had an inversion symmetry. It was observed that the inversion symmetry molecules in the inorganic skeleton generally did not rotate along the axis, but they only bent with the increase of the length of the molecular chain, as shown in Fig. 1(c), S1(a) and (b). It was shown that the deformation of the inorganic skeleton formed by Pb and I was relatively small, leading to a smaller deviation from the orthogonal symmetry. In contrast, when the number of atoms in the main chain was odd, the molecules did not demonstrate inversion symmetry but had a mirror symmetry instead, such as DPAPbI$_4$ and PDAPbI$_4$, which have two N atoms as well as three and 5 C atoms in the main chain of the diamino molecule, respectively. It was found that the molecules without inversion symmetry rotate along the axis in order to maintain the inversion symmetry of the inorganic skeleton; correspondingly, the inorganic Pb-I layers are also obviously distorted, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d). In addition, it is important to note that the bandgap and band structure depends on the symmetry of the crystal, which is discussed below. Obviously, the lattice constant $c$ increased with the increase in molecular chain length, from the lattice constant $c$ of 9.40 Å for EDAPbI$_4$ to that of 12.91 Å for HDAPbI$_4$ (Table 1). In (BA)$_2$PbI$_4$, a monolayer 2D perovskite was formed by monoamino molecular ions as organic layers. Because two long chain monoamino ions (BA) interact with only one inorganic Pb-I$_4$ layer, the geometric structure of the atoms in the plane of the Pb-I$_4$ layer was greatly affected, resulting in a larger deviation of the $\gamma$ angle from a right angle, while the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ angles were basically right angles (Table 1). The following formulas were used to calculate the formation energy ($E_f$) of the monoamine-2D perovskite and diamino-3D perovskites:

$$E_f[(BA)_2PbI_4] = E[(BA)_2PbI_4] - E(PbI_4) - 2E(BAI)$$

$$E_f[DPbI_4] = E[DPbI_4] - E(PbI_2) - E[DI_2]$$

where $D$ denotes diamino molecules EDA, DPA, BDA, PDA, and HDA. The $E[(BA)_2PbI_4]$ and $E[DPbI_4]$ are the DFT total energies for the 2D perovskite (BA)$_2$PbI$_4$ and 3D perovskites (EDAPbI$_4$, BDAPbI$_4$, PDAPbI$_4$, and HDAPbI$_4$), which were synthesized from crystalline BAI, DI$_2$, and PbI$_2$, respectively. The $E[(BAI)_2]$, $E[DI_2]$, and $E[PbI_2]$ are the DFT total energies of each reactant.

The calculated formation energies of the 2D perovskite (BA)$_2$PbI$_4$ and 3D perovskites (EDAPbI$_4$, DPAPbI$_4$, BDAPbI$_4$, PDAPbI$_4$, and HDAPbI$_4$) were 0.37, 0.49, 0.26, 0.29, −0.01, and 0.05 eV, respectively (see Table 1). The positive formation energies indicated that the synthesis reaction was an endothermic reaction, and the negative formation energies show that the reactions were exothermic. There is no doubt that PDAPbI$_4$ is the easiest to synthesize. In general, the formation energy of perovskite materials formed by diamino molecules with longer main chains was relatively low (Table 1). The reason may be that the skeleton of long chain molecules is softer and easier to deform, resulting in lower formation energy. In addition, because the Pb-I inorganic layer is negatively charged, electrostatic repulsion occurs between two adjacent layers. When the length of the chain becomes longer, the inorganic layer spacing increases. The electrostatic attraction energy between the amino group and the inorganic layer remained basically unchanged, and the reduction of the electrostatic repulsion energy also resulted in the reduction of the formation energy. Moreover, the formation energy of the diamino-3D PDAPbI$_4$ perovskite was lower than that of the monoamino-2D (BA)$_2$PbI$_4$ perovskite, although they have the same main chain length. In order to compare with the formation energy of traditional perovskite (MAPbI$_3$ and FAPbI$_3$), we also calculated the formation energy of per primitive for pseudo-cubic MAPbI$_3$ and FAPbI$_3$, which are 0.08 and −0.04 eV, respectively, close to the formation energies of PDAPbI$_4$ and HDAPbI$_4$ with long chain diamino molecules. Although the negative and

Table 1  Lattice parameters ($a$, $b$, $c$), the distance between I atoms in the two adjacent inorganic layers in the $c$ direction ($l$–$l$), the calculated formation energy ($E_f$), and bandgap ($E_g$). Lattice lengths and $l$–$l$ given in Å, lattice angles are given in $^\circ$, $E_f$ and $E_g$ given in eV

| Compounds     | $a$  | $b$  | $c$  | $\alpha$ | $\beta$ | $\gamma$ | $|\Delta \alpha| + |\Delta \beta| + |\Delta \gamma|$ | $l$–$l$ | $E_f$  | $E_g$  |
|---------------|------|------|------|----------|---------|---------|---------------------------------|--------|--------|--------|
| (BA)$_2$PbI$_4$ | 6.35 | 6.06 | —    | 91.6     | 89.4    | 98.1    | 10.3                                           | —      | 0.37   | 2.49   |
| EDAPbI$_4$    | 6.42 | 6.04 | 9.40 | 89.6     | 96.3    | 90.2    | 6.9                                            | 3.97   | 0.49   | 2.30   |
| DPAPbI$_4$    | 6.06 | 6.23 | 10.20| 83.5     | 87.0    | 97.7    | 17.3                                          | 3.83   | 0.26   | 2.22   |
| BDAPbI$_4$    | 6.29 | 6.23 | 10.61| 82.7     | 94.9    | 88.3    | 13.9                                          | 4.25   | 0.29   | 1.78   |
| PDAPbI$_4$    | 6.24 | 6.28 | 11.52| 78.9     | 82.5    | 84.1    | 24.6                                          | 5.21   | −0.01  | 2.18   |
| HDAPbI$_4$    | 6.36 | 6.12 | 12.91| 89.7     | 103.7   | 91.3    | 15.3                                          | 6.42   | 0.05   | 2.03   |
significantly low formation energies indicate that PDAPbI₄ and HDAPbI₄ are easier synthesize in experiments, appropriate large formation energy can enhance the stability of 2D and 3D perovskite. 

3.2 Electronic properties

The calculated energy band structures of BA₂PbI₄, DPAPbI₄, BDA₂PbI₄, and PDAPbI₄ are shown in the middle of Fig. 2. The energy band structures of EDAPbI₄ and HDAPbI₄ are shown in Fig. S2. The upper left corner of Fig. 2 is the Brillouin zone of the 2D and 3D perovskites, respectively. The 2D material has a vacuum layer in the c direction, so its Brillouin zone is also 2D. In order to take as many high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone as possible, we selected G, X, L₁, G, Y, L₂, G, L₂, X, G paths and N, R, X, L, R, Y, M, R, G, Z, R paths to perform the band calculations. We found that for 2D perovskite BA₂PbI₄ the valence band maximum (VBM) appeared at the L₁ and L₂ points, but the conduction band minimum (CBM) appeared at K points near L₁ and L₂ with a certain offset, which indicated that
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BA$_2$PbI$_4$ was an indirect bandgap semiconductor with a bandgap of 2.49 eV. It is interesting to note that the bandgap and band structure depended on the symmetry of the crystal. In EDAPbI$_4$, BDAPbI$_4$, and HDAPbI$_4$ there are an even number of atoms in the main chain of the diamino molecules, which generate similar inversion symmetries, resulting in similar band dispersions near VBM and CBM, especially in the R–G and R–Y directions (Fig. 2 and S2†), and their VBM and CBM appear at the R point. Among the five 3D perovskite materials, the bandgap of BDAPbI$_4$ was the narrowest direct bandgap at about 1.78 eV, and the band dispersion of CBM and VBM was also the largest, indicating that the effective mass of electrons and holes was relatively small, and carriers have excellent transport properties in BDAPbI$_4$. Larger bandgaps of 2.30 eV and 2.03 eV were observed in the EDAPbI$_4$ and HDAPbI$_4$ perovskites, respectively. In contrast, in DAPbI$_4$ and PDAPbI$_4$ perovskites the main chains of the diamino molecules have an odd number of atoms, and they also have similar band dispersion curves, as VBM appears at point R while the CBM appears near point R with a certain offset, indicating that they are indirect bandgap semiconductors with bandgaps of 2.22 eV and 2.18 eV, respectively. We observed that when the molecular chain is too long (e.g. HDAPbI$_4$) or too short (e.g. EDAPbI$_4$), the valence band dispersion of the 3D perovskite is relatively small (Fig. S2†). For perovskite EDAPbI$_4$, the two adjacent I atoms in the C direction of two adjacent inorganic layers are close to each other and repel each other, resulting in obvious position distortion of I atoms. This may result in a small overlap of the valence electron wave function. In addition, for perovskite HDAPbI$_4$, the distance between two I atoms in the C direction in two adjacent inorganic layers is relatively large due to long chain molecules, which also leads to less overlap of valence band wave functions. Therefore, smaller valence band dispersion is observed in both EDAPbI$_4$ and HDAPbI$_4$. Overall, BDAPbI$_4$ has the best carrier transport properties due to its suitable molecular chain length and symmetry of even molecular chains.

We also calculated the band decomposed charge density of the CBM and the VBM (left side of Fig. 2 and S2†). All 2D and 3D perovskites showed similar results, indicating that the CBM state was mainly provided by the Pb atoms, and the VBM state was mainly derived from the I atoms. We also observe that the I atoms in the Pb atomic layer contributed to it, and the I atoms between the two Pb atomic layers did not. It was shown that the effect of the six I atoms adjacent to the Pb atom on the formation of the energy band was not equivalent. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the electronic structures of these 2D and 3D perovskites, we analyzed the density of state (DOS) projected in the atomic orbital, as shown in the right side of Fig. 2 and S2†. The 6p orbital of the Pb atom constituted the VBM, and the 5p orbital of I constituted the CBM. In addition, the 5p orbital of I and the 6s orbital of Pb also contributed a little to the VBM and CBM, respectively. This is consistent with the above analysis of the band decomposed charge density of the CBM and VBM and the results of most theoretical calculations.\textsuperscript{35–37} These results indicated that the charge densities in the VBM and CBM states were distinctly separated in space. Evidently, a poor overlap of the charge density in the CBM and VBM states can lead to a low recombination transition rate in monoamino-2D and diamino-3D perovskites, which is conducive to low-loss photovoltaic devices. This result was consistent with the widely studied monoamino-3D perovskite materials (MAPbI$_3$, FAPbI$_3$, etc.). We can see that not only the I and Pb atoms but also the I and C, H, and N atoms undergo orbital hybridization due to the similar DOS in the wide energy range of 2–6 eV and −3–0 eV. Therefore, the interaction between the inorganic layer and the organic molecules was mainly undertaken by the I atoms, which is consistent with the calculation results of the differential charge density presented below.

The charge density difference (Fig. 3 and S3†) is used to reflect the charge transfer between the inorganic layer and the organic molecules and is given by the following formula:

$$\Delta \rho = \rho_{\text{perovskite}} - \rho_{\text{molecule}} - \rho_{\text{PbI}_4}$$

(3)

where $\rho_{\text{perovskite}}$ and $\rho_{\text{molecule}}$ represent the charge densities of the perovskites and organic molecules after the inorganic layer is removed.

Similarly, $\rho_{\text{PbI}_4}$ is the charge density of the inorganic PbI$_4$ after removal of the organic molecules. The yellow and blue isosurfaces correspond to the electron increase and depletion zones, respectively. Evident charge transfers from monoamino and diamino group molecules to the I atoms were observed, as shown in Fig. 3 and S3†. The region where the electrons were

![Fig. 3](image-url) Charge density difference of (a) BA$_2$PbI$_4$, (b) DPAPbI$_4$, (c) BDAPbI$_4$, and (d) PDAPbI$_4$ with an isosurface value of 0.0015 e Å$^{-3}$. The yellow part indicates that electrons are obtained, and the blue part indicates electron loss.
Table 2  Bader charge analysis of BA₂PbI₄, DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, and PDAPbI₄. The value in the table is in e, and the “e” represents an electron. Negative values indicate loss of electrons, and positive values indicate that electrons were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(BA)₂PbI₄</th>
<th>DPAPbI₄</th>
<th>BDAPbI₄</th>
<th>PDAPbI₄</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>-1.4473</td>
<td>-1.2086</td>
<td>-1.4585</td>
<td>-1.0504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-1.4836</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>-0.9316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-1.3297</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-0.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.9216</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.8530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic</td>
<td>1.4473</td>
<td>-1.1080</td>
<td>1.4585</td>
<td>-1.0965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>1.4836</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>-1.1039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2.5550</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2.5875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For 2D perovskite BA₂PbI₄, we calculated an effective mass of the K₁₋ₓ, K₁₋ᵧ, and K₁₋ᵣ directions, as shown in the left side of Fig. 2. The average effective mass of the electrons of the 2D perovskite (BA)₂PbI₄ in the three K directions was 0.729m₀, but the average effective mass of a hole was 12.310m₀, which is very large. We noted that the effective mass of the electrons demonstrated no obvious anisotropy and was very small in all three K directions, no more than the static mass of electrons m₀. In contrast, the effective mass of the hole showed significant anisotropy, and the effective mass in the direction of K₁₋ₓ was very large, up to 34.545m₀. From Fig. 1(a), we see that the I atom in the direction of base vector a was not equivalent to the I atom in the direction of base vector b. The I atom in the direction of b was obviously closer to the amino group of the BA molecule, which resulted in the obvious distortion of the position of the I atom. The I atom in the direction of vector a was mainly bound to the adjacent Pb atom and was less affected by the amino group. The band structure also confirmed that the VB of BA₂PbI₄ was generally flatter and less dispersed between L and Y.

For the 3D perovskites, starting from point R, we selected the direction parallel to the three basic vectors (K₉₋₅, K₉₋₆, and K₉₋₊), the direction parallel to the facing line (K₉₋₁₈, K₉₋₁₉, and K₉₋₂₀), and the direction parallel to the body diagonal (K₉₋₂₁). According to the calculation results of the average effective mass in the above seven high symmetric directions, it can be seen that the average effective mass values of DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, and PDAPbI₄ were relatively small and no more than 2m₀. On the other hand, the effective mass of the electron and hole of EDAPbI₄ and HDAPbI₄ were much larger than 2m₀. It can be seen that in all of the 3D perovskites, the effective mass of the electrons in the K₉₋₅ and K₉₋₆ directions was significantly smaller than in the K₉₋₁₀ direction, which was perpendicular to the Pb layer and along the base vector c. In addition, except for EDAPbI₄, as the molecular chain grew longer, the effective mass of electrons in the K₉₋₁₀ direction increased significantly from 2.93m₀ for DPAPbI₄ to 20.26m₀ for HDAPbI₄. The reason EDAPbI₄ did not satisfy this rule was that two I atoms in the adjacent Pb atomic layers were too close, and this resulted in mutual exclusion and a large distortion of the atomic arrangement (Fig. S1[a]), thus increasing the effective mass in the K₉₋₁₀ direction. In this case, the so-called position distortion is that the direction of the connection of the two I atoms has a large angle relative to the c direction. Considering that the electrons at CBM are mainly supplied by the Pb atoms, with the increased length of the molecular chain, the interlayer obtained was mainly concentrated near the I atom, and the region where the monoamino and diamino groups were located lose electrons. This is also consistent with the results of our Bader charge analysis (Tables 2 and S1†).

The number of electrons lost in the organic molecule of (BA)₂PbI₄, EDAPbI₄, DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, PDAPbI₄, and HDAPbI₄ was about 1.45e, 1.44e, 1.46e, 1.48e, 1.45e, and 1.47e, respectively. The (BA)₂PbI₄ contains two monoamino molecules (BA); however, there was only one diamino molecule in the other 3D perovskites (EDAPbI₄, DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, PDAPbI₄, and HDAPbI₄), so the number of charge losses for the diamino molecules were twice that of a single amino molecule. This shows that the monoamino molecule BA was a positive monovalent ion, while the diamino molecules (EDA, DPA, BDA, PDA, and HDA) were positive divalent ions. Therefore, it can be considered that all 2D and 3D materials were ionic, the ionicity of BDAPbI₄ might be slightly stronger because the organic BDA ions lose an increased charge of about 1.48e.

We calculated the effective mass of electrons in different directions (Table 3) according to the following equation:

\[ m^* = \hbar^2 \left( \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon(k)}{\partial k^2} \right)^{-1} \]

where \( \varepsilon(k) \) are the eigenvalues at the band edges around the CBM and VBM and \( k \) is the wavevector.

Table 3 Calculated electron and hole effective masses (\( m_e^* \) and \( m_h^* \)) of BA₂PbI₄, EDAPbI₄, DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, PDAPbI₄, and HDAPbI₄. The values in the table are in \( m_0 \), and \( 'm^* \) is the static mass of a single electron.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( K_{1-X} )</th>
<th>( K_{1-Y} )</th>
<th>( K_{1-G} )</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(BA)₂PbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>1.278</td>
<td>34.545</td>
<td>12.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDAPbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.079</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>17.122</td>
<td>12.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>1.139</td>
<td>13.995</td>
<td>3.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPAPbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>2.932</td>
<td>1.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>1.306</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>3.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDAPbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>1.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDAPbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>1.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAPbI₄</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>mₑ</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mₕ</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>1.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>63.785</td>
<td>9.751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
spacing of the Pb atoms in the c direction increased from 10.20 Å for DPAPbI₄ to 12.91 Å for HDAPbI₄. Thus, the direct migration of electrons between the Pb atomic layers in this direction is bound to become more and more difficult. By comparing the effective mass of electrons in the different K directions, it was found that the effective mass of electrons in the body diagonal direction (K₊₋) was the smallest. In addition, the effective masses in the face diagonal direction (K₊₋ and K₋₋) between the Pb atoms layers were between that in the body diagonal direction (K₊₋) and that in the direction perpendicular to the Pb atoms layer (K₊₋). These results indicated that the electron transport between the layers of the Pb atoms was easier to achieve by using organic molecules as bridges in the face diagonal and body diagonal directions.

It was found that, except for HDAPbI₄, the effective mass of the holes was significantly smaller than the effective mass of the electrons in the K₊₋ direction. Considering that the holes at VBM were mainly provided by the I atoms, the distance between the I atoms in the two adjacent inorganic layers in the c direction was less than 5 Å (Table 1), and the valence wave functions of the I atoms overlap to some extent, which causes the hole carriers to migrate between the I atoms. At the same time, we also observed that with the increase in molecular chain length, the distance between the I atoms in the two adjacent inorganic layers in the c direction increased gradually, which led to the decrease of the overlap of the valence wave functions between the I atoms. As a result, the effective mass of the holes in the K₊₋ direction increased gradually, increasing to 63.785 mₒ in HDA PbI₄, which had the largest distance between the I atoms at 6.42 Å. We found that in EDAPbI₄ and DPAPbI₄, the effective masses of the holes in the inorganic layers (K₊₋ and K₊₋ directions) were also larger, which may have been due to the larger position distortion of the atoms in the inorganic layers caused by diamino molecules with shorter chains, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and S1(a). Comparing the effective masses of the electrons and holes in all K directions for the considered perovskites, we found that the effective masses of the electrons and holes for DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, and PDAPbI₄ were relatively close, although there were differences in the K₊₋ direction. However, the effective masses in most K directions were relatively small and similar to that observed for the monoamine-3D perovskites (MAPbI₃, MASnI₃, and FAPbI₃). The carrier mobility is inversely proportional to the effective mass of the carrier. The effective masses of the electrons and holes in the three diamino-3D perovskites (DPAPbI₄, BDAPbI₄, and PDAPbI₄) were light and balanced, which indicated that their transport properties were excellent. Generally, the interlayer transport properties of mono-amino 2D perovskite materials are poor. For example, 2D perovskite needs to be doped with TiO₂ nanowire to improve the interlayer transport properties of the carriers.

3.3 Optical absorption properties

It is well known that an excellent candidate for solar energy conversion should have an appropriate bandgap, higher carrier mobility, low carrier recombination rate, as well as a high absorption coefficient. Thus, we simulated optical absorption spectra for all of the 2D and 3D perovskites, as shown in Fig. 4 and S4. The absorption coefficient was calculated using the equation:

\[ \alpha = \frac{\alpha_{\text{abs}}}{\text{length}} \]

Fig. 4 Absorption coefficients of (a) BA₂PbI₄, (b) DPAPbI₄, (c) BDAPbI₄, and (d) PDAPbI₄.
where \( \varepsilon_1(\omega) \) and \( \varepsilon_2(\omega) \) are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function, respectively, depending on the optical frequency \( \omega \).

Significant anisotropic optical absorption occurs because of the presence of long-chain monoamino and diamino molecules in the 2D and 3D perovskites. The range of light absorption along the direction of the maximum lattice constant \( c \) was blue-shifted compared with that in the Pb–I inorganic atomic layer, which corresponds to less light absorption in the wavelength range of 400–800 nm, but it contributes greatly to the absorption in the high energy range of less than 400 nm. It was also found that the larger the lattice constant \( c \) of the 3D perovskites (except EDAPbI\(_4\)) corresponded to a more obvious blue shift of the optical absorption peak in the \( c \) direction. The apparent blue shift of the absorption energy range of EDAPbI\(_4\) in the \( e \) direction could also be attributed to the position distortion of the two adjacent I atoms between the inorganic layers, as the two I atoms would repel each other. In addition, larger optical absorption coefficients were observed in the wavelength range of 400–800 nm for all the considered 3D perovskites, which were larger than that of the 2D perovskite (BA\(_2\)PbI\(_4\)) in the same wavelength range. It is worth mentioning that the absorption edge of BDAPbI\(_4\) had the largest wavelength, which was consistent with the calculated bandgap. For the highest absorption coefficient up to 0.05–0.06 nm\(^{-1}\) for all the calculated 3D perovskites, even in the 550–600 nm wavelength range, the optical absorption coefficients reached 0.01 nm\(^{-1}\), which corresponding to 300 nm-thick perovskites that absorb 90% of the incident light. The 300 nm thickness is an optimized value present in several highly efficient planar heterojunction devices.\(^{40,41}\) Comparing all of the calculated perovskites, BDAPbI\(_4\) exhibit excellent optical absorption properties in the solar light irradiation range, and BDAPbI\(_4\) was predicted to exhibit the best photovoltaic performance among all calculated 2D and 3D perovskites, along with a light effective masses of the electrons and holes, a reduced bandgap, and a large optical absorption.

4. Conclusions

We studied the geometries, formation energies, electronic structures, and optical absorption properties of BA\(_2\)PbI\(_4\), EDAPbI\(_4\), DPAPbI\(_4\), BDAPbI\(_4\), PDAPbI\(_4\), and HDAPbI\(_4\) via first-principles calculations. In general, the formation energy of the perovskite materials formed by diamino molecules with longer main chains was relatively low. Although the chain length of the diamino molecule in DAPbI\(_4\) was the same as that of the monoamino molecule in BA\(_2\)PbI\(_4\), the formation energy of DAPbI\(_4\) was lower than that of BA\(_2\)PbI\(_4\). We found that the bandgap and band structure depend on the symmetry of the crystal. Among the five 3D perovskite materials, the bandgap of BDAPbI\(_4\) was the narrowest direct bandgap at about 1.78 eV. All of the 2D and 3D perovskites showed similar results, in that the CBM state was mainly derived from the I atoms in the Pb atomic layer. The charge densities in the VBM and CBM states were distinctly separated in space, and a poor overlap of the charge density in the CBM and VBM states could lead to a low recombination transition rate in the diamino-3D perovskites, which is beneficial for obtaining low-loss photovoltaic devices. The transport characteristics of the electrons in the different directions were analyzed by calculating the effective masses in the different directions. The effective masses of the electrons and holes in DAPbI\(_4\), BDAPbI\(_4\), and PDAPbI\(_4\) were light and balanced, which indicated that their transport properties were excellent. In particular, BDAPbI\(_4\) exhibited excellent optical absorption properties in the solar light irradiation range, along with light effective masses of the electrons and holes, a reduced bandgap, and a large optical absorption. Together, these results will help the future design and synthesis of more efficient and stable organic–inorganic perovskite optoelectronic devices.
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